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the General Assembly last night the United States-Introduced
two new resoluti8ns which seek to establish United Natio ►is
committees to consider the future of Israel's relations with
its neighbours and the future of the Suez Canal

. We believe
these resolutions represent a constructive approach to these
problems

. We will actively participate in efforts to make
progress on the lines which the Assembly has approved .

Vie have spent anxious days of late and I am sure
,you all share our anxiety

. The present crisis has strained
both the Western alliance and the bonds of the Comnonvrealth
more than any other event

. since the Second World Z7ar . If
we can use it as the opportunity to dissipate the black
cloud which has hung over the Middle East these many years,
the present danger and strains may prove to have been a price
worth paying .

I have spoken at length about the momentous events
in the Middle East, but I must refer also to the grave and
tragic events which have-l~ed to turmoil and bloodshed in
Eastern Europe . For the;first time since the end of the war
a real hope appeared, in the last two weeks, that some at
least of the coulitries which have contributed so much'to
the civilization of the world might secure some measure
of independence from Moscow .

In Poland, a fôrm of national cci`=unism has been
established which appearh determined to demand as a minimum
the right to develop along its own lines, a;d not accordingto a Moscow pattern . Not least encouraging was the realease
of the Roman Catholic Primate of Poland .

Via were also encburaged by a statement from Mogcow-
which said that the Soviet leaders were prepared t o
negotiate their relations with Eastern Europe on the basis
of equality and non-interference in their neighbour's
internal affairs .

Even before this announcement, the brave Hungarian
people had risen to demand the freedom so long denied them .
The Hungarian revolution was a passionate and significant
outburst of national feeling, both strongly anti-Russia nand anti-Comaunist . We rejoiced in the release of Cardinal
Mindszenty and other reli ;idus .,leaders and we shared the
hopes, as well as the anxiety, of our fellowcountrymen of
Hungarian origin .

Today, these hopes seem to have been shattered .
Soviet action has made a mockery of Soviet statements .
According to the latest reports, Soviet armed might is being
applied against the gallant and practically unarmed people
of Hungary . Zioscow has announced that it will crush the
Hungarian revolt and re-impose its will on Hungary by brute
force .


